NEW YORK, October 2, 2020 -- We are proud to announce the selection of 54 U.S. listed public companies to the 2020 VETS Employers Index. We welcome six new Index constituents and congratulate the continued dedication of the 48 companies maintaining their position within the Index. Congratulations to all these firms for their ongoing commitment to veterans and their families. Added this year are: AECOM, Allstate, General Dynamics, J.B. Hunt Transport, Northrup Grumman and Oshkosh.


The Index Methodology and most recent quarterly Fact Sheet may be found on our website at: VETSIndexes.com/Indexes-VETSX/. Please note that the 3rd Quarter Fact Sheet should be ready within a couple weeks and updated on our site by the middle of October.

VETS Indexes is built on the premise that companies who consistently employ, develop and support our military veterans reap the benefit of their specialized skill sets, mission-critical approach and strategic training to achieve greater enterprise performance.

About VETS Indexes: VETS Indexes is an independent provider of custom indexes within the Environmental, Social and Governance arena. Drawing on deep and broad industry experience, we construct and disseminate thematic impact indexes for investors, exchanges and asset managers which serve as the underlying portfolios for financial products.

As the world’s first resource for U.S. Military Veterans’ themed indexes, our mission is to provide innovative solutions that recognize the value created by the mission critical mindset, unique skill sets and
specialized training that US Military Veterans bring to the workplace. Our Mission also includes a commitment to always donate a significant portion (target of 20% and no less than 5%) of our net profits to charitable organizations that support the wellness of our Military Veterans and their families.

“SERVING THOSE WHO SERVED” - VETS Indexes provides a social impact via those public companies that support the hiring and professional development of our military veterans.

Learn more about us at VETSIndexes.com and follow us on social media channels via LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter.
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